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Abstrat
We analyze the resonant inelasti x-ray sattering (RIXS) spetra at the K edge of Mn in the
antiferromagneti insulating manganite LaMnO3. We make use of the Keldysh-type Green-funtion
formalism, in whih the RIXS intensity is desribed by a produt of an inident-photon-dependent
fator and a density-density orrelation funtion in the 3d states. We alulate the former fator
using the 4p density of states given by an ab initio band struture alulation and the latter us-
ing a multi-orbital tight-binding model. The ground state of the model Hamiltonian is evaluated
within the Hartree-Fok approximation. Correlation eets are treated within the random phase
approximation (RPA). We obtain the RIXS intensity in a wide range of energy-loss 2-15 eV. The
spetral shape is strongly modied by the RPA orrelation, showing good agreement with the exper-
iments. The inident-photon-energy dependene also agrees well with the experiments. The present
mehanism that the RIXS spetra arise from band-to-band transitions to sreen the ore-hole po-
tential is quite dierent from the orbiton piture previously proposed, enabling a omprehensive
understanding of the RIXS spetra.
PACS numbers: 78.70.En 75.47.Lx 71.28.+d 78.20.Bh
1
I. INTRODUCTION
Reently, the perovskite-type manganites showing the olossal magnetoresistane (CMR)
eet have attrated muh attention beause the CMR eet may be the key for high-
apaity magneti storage and spintoronis as the next generation eletroni devies. It is
widely reognized that the spin, harge and orbital degrees of freedom of the 3d eletrons
play important roles in the CMR eet in the manganites. In the undoped material LaMnO3,
the rystal struture
1,2
belongs to the Pbnm spae group below 780K, where eah MnO6
otahedron is notieably rotated, tilted, and distorted due to the ooperative Jahn-Teller
distortion (JTD).
3
The orbital degeneray in the eg states is lifted by the JTD or by the or-
bital exhange interation similar to the superexhage for spins,
4
forming an orbital-ordered
state, in addition to an A-type antiferromagneti long-range order.
5,6
With hole doping, a
variety of spin, harge, and orbital ordered phases appear. It is widely aepted that the
CMR eet is a onsequene of the destrution of the orbital ordered state in the presene of
a magneti eld, whih may break the subtle balane among the multiple degrees of freedom.
Resonant inelasti x-ray sattering (RIXS) tehnique using the x-ray tuned at the
transition-metalK edge has been reognized as a powerful tool to investigate the harge and
orbital degrees of freedom in transition-metal ompounds. The RIXS proess is desribed
as a seond-order optial proess, in whih a 1s-ore eletron is exited to an empty 4p
state by absorbing an inident photon, then harge exitations are reated in the 3d states
to sreen the ore-hole potential, and nally the photoexited 4p eletron reombines with
the 1s-ore hole by emitting a photon. In the nal state, the harge exitations are left
behind in the 3d states. In ontrast to the optial ondutivity measurement, it allows us to
investigate the momentum dependene of the exitations beause the orresponding x-rays
have wavelengths of the same order of lattie spaing. The lear momentum dependene
have been observed in uprates.
7,8,9,10,11
Note that eletron energy loss spetrosopy an also
detet the momentum dependene, but it ruelly suers from multiple sattering eets.
Several RIXS experiments have been arried out on LaMnO3 and the hole-doped
ompounds.
12,13,14
For the undoped ase, the RIXS spetra show three notieable features
at the energy loss 2.5, 8, and 11 eV, when the inident photon energy is tuned near the Mn
K edge.12 These features are also observed in the hole-doped manganites.13,14 Based on the
theoretial analysis exploiting the Liouville operator method,
15
Inami et al argued that the
2
2.5-eV peak arises from an orbital exitation aross the Mott gap, whih is driven by the
odiagonal part of the Coulomb interation between a photoexited 4p eletron and an eg
eletron.
12
This assumption, however, seems unrealisti, beause suh a odiagonal Coulomb
interation is muh smaller than the Coulomb interation between the 1s hole and 3d ele-
trons. This mehanism ould not explain the origin of the 8- and 11-eV peaks either. The
purpose of this paper is to eluidate the origin of the observed features in the RIXS spetra
of LaMnO3 on the basis of the well established assumption that the harge exitations are
reated in the 3d states to sreen the ore-hole potential. To obtain the omprehensive
understanding of the spetra, we use a multi-orbital tight-binding model involving all the
Mn 3d orbitals and O 2p orbitals, and take aount of the rystal distortion forming Pbnm
by varying the transfer energy between the 3d and 2p orbitals.
We alulate the RIXS intensity with the use of the formula proposed by Nomura and
Igarashi (NI).
16,17
The NI formula of the RIXS spetra is a kind of extension of the reso-
nant Raman theory developed by Nozières and Abrahams
18
on the basis of the many-body
formalism of Keldysh.
19
The formula has advantages that it an rather easily be applied to
ompliated models inluding many orbitals and provides lear physial interpretations of
the RIXS spetra. This formula utilizes the Born approximation to the ore-hole potential,
and divides the RIXS intensity into two fators; one desribes an inident-photon depen-
dene and the other is the density-density orrelation funtion in the 3d states. Similar
formulas have been derived by using dierent methods.
20
The NI formula has been suess-
fully applied to the quasi-one-dimensional uprates SrCuO3
16
, CuGeO3,
9
two-dimensional
uprate La2CuO4
17,21,22
, and the prototypial AFM insulator NiO.23 In these studies, the
alulation have been arried out at zero temperature; the eletroni strutures in the AFM
phase have been alulated within the Hartree-Fok approximation (HFA). It is known that
the HFA works well for the desription of eletroni strutures in the AFM insulators. Two-
partile orrelations have been taken into aount within the random phase approximation
(RPA). It has been found that the RPA orretion modies strongly the spetral shape as
a funtion of energy loss, having led to a good agreement with the experiments. With these
suesses, we may onlude that the RIXS intensity arises from band-to-band transitions to
sreen the ore-hole potential in the intermediate state. Multiple-sattering ontributions
due to the ore-hole potential have been also investigated in order to examine the validity
of the Born approximation, beause the ore-hole potential is not denitely weak.
21
Having
3
evaluated the ontributions by means of the time-representation method by Nozières and
De Dominiis,
24
it was found that the ontributions ould be mainly absorbed into the shift
of the ore-level energy with minor modiations of the RIXS spetral shape.
21
This result
partly justies the use of the Born approximation.
In the present study of LaMnO3, we treat the strong Coulomb interation between the
3d orbitals within the HFA; we obtain an A-type AFM insulating solution with an energy
gap ∼ 1.0 eV, where the oupation on the 3z2 − r2-type orbital is larger than that on the
x2 − y2-type orbital at eah Mn site. This result orresponds well to the observed orbital
ordered state. Note that the band struture alulation with the loal density approximation
(LDA) fails to reprodue the wide energy gap. We alulate the density-density orrelation
funtion at zero temperature by using the energy bands thus obtained and by treating the
two-partile orrelations within the RPA. We alulate another fator, the inident-photon-
dependent fator, using the 4p density of states (DOS) obtained from the ab-initio band
struture alulation. Combining the two fators, we nally obtain the RIXS spetra, whih
show good agreement with the experiments.
12,13,14
We ould assign the 2.5-eV peak in the
RIXS spetra as a funtion of energy loss to the eletron-hole exitation aross the Mott gap
in loal majority spin hannel, and the 8-(11-)eV peak to the transition from the oupied eg
states strongly hybridized with the O 2p states in the deep valene band to the unoupied
eg states in the loal majority (minority) spin hannel. We also make lear the origin of
the inident-photon-dependene of the spetra by examining the orresponding fator in our
formula.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Se. IIA, we introdue the multiorbital
tight-binding model. In Se. II B, we disuss the eletroni struture within the HFA in
the AFM phase of LaMnO3. In Se. III, we briey summarize the NI formula for the
RIXS spetra. In Se. IV, we present the alulated RIXS spetra in omparison with the
experiments. The last setion is devoted to the onluding remarks.
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II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF LaMnO3
A. Multiorbital tight binding model
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Figure 1: (a) Sketh of the unit ell. La sites are omitted. The experimentally observed rystal and
magneti struture is assumed. The arrows on the Mn sites indiate the magneti moment. (b)
Loal oordinates at eah Mn site. The zλ (λ = 1, · · · , 4) axis is taken to be parallel to the longest
Mnλ-O bond, while xλ and yλ axes are nearly parallel to the shortest Mnλ-O and the middle length
Mnλ-O
′
bonds, respetively.
Table I: Tight-binding parameters in units of eV. SK parameters for the nearest Mn-O′ pair and for
the nearest O-O′ pair are given in the table, while the other parameters are determined by adopting
ℓ−α law suggested by Harrison.25 Slater Integral F 2 and F 4 are taken from ref. 26.
pdσ −2.01 F 0 5.03 U 4.5
pdπ 0.93 F 2 9.74
ppσ 0.63 F 4 6.96
ppπ −0.18 Ed −Ep −14.0 ∆ 4.0
We assume the rystal and magneti struture of LaMnO3 as shown in Fig. 1-a and also
dene the loal oordinates xλ, yλ, and zλ on the λ-th Mn site in a unit ell as shown in g.
1-b. We introdue a tight-binding model involving all Mn 3d orbitals and O 2p orbitals.
5
We exlude orbitals belonging to the La atoms, sine those orbitals play minor roles in the
eletroni states near the insulating gap. Thus, the model Hamiltonian is expressed as
H = H0 +HI, (1)
H0 =
∑
imσ
Edi n
d
imσ +
∑
jmσ
Epjn
p
jmσ
+
∑
(i,j)
∑
mm′σ
(
tdpim,jm′d
†
imσpjm′σ + H..
)
+
∑
(j,j′)
∑
mm′σ
(
tppjm,j′m′p
†
jmσpj′m′σ + H..
)
, (2)
HI =
1
2
∑
i
∑
ν1ν2ν3ν4
g (ν1, ν2; ν3, ν4) d
†
ν1
d†ν2dν4dν3. (3)
The part H0 is the kineti energy part, where dimσ and pjmσ denote the annihilation op-
erators of an eletron with spin σ in the 3d orbital m at Mn site i and in the 2p orbital
m at O site j, respetively. ndimσ and n
p
jmσ are the number operators given by d
†
imσdimσ
and p†jmσpjmσ, respetively. The transfer integrals, t
dp
im,jm′ and t
pp
jm,j′m′ are evaluated from
the Slater-Koster (SK) two-enter integrals, (pdσ), (pdπ), (ppσ), (ppπ).27 We neglet the
hybridization between the Mn sites. In order to take aount of the JTD, we assume the ℓ−α
law for the SK parameters suggested by Harrison,
25
where ℓ represents the atomi distane
between neighboring sites and α = 2 for ppσ and ppπ, α = 3.5 for pdσ and pdπ. Thus, the
JTD, rotation, and tilt of the MnO6 otahedron are inorporated into the model. The part
HI represents the intra-atomi Coulomb interation on the Mn sites. The interation matrix
element g (ν1, ν2; ν3, ν4), where ν stands for spin-orbit(mσ), is written in terms of the Slater
integrals F 0, F 2, and F 4. Among them, F 2 and F 4, whih are known to be slightly sreened
by solid-state eets, are taken from the luster model analysis of the x-ray photoemission
spetrosopy.
26
On the other hand, F 0 is known to be onsiderably sreened, so that we re-
gard the value as an adjustable parameter. The Coulomb interation on O sites is absorbed
into a renormalization of the O 2p level parameters Epjmσ. The Mn d-level position relative
to the O p-levels is given by the harge-transfer energy ∆ dened as ∆ = Ed − Ep + 4U
in the d4 onguration, where U is the multiplet-averaged d-d Coulomb interation given
by U = F 0 − (2/63)F 2 − (2/63)F 4.26 The harge transfer energy ∆ is also treated as an
adjustable parameter in our alulation. The parameters used in the alulation are listed
in Table I.
6
B. Hartree-Fok approximation
Assuming the A-type AFM order, we solve the tight-binding Shrodinger equation within
the HFA. We obtain a stable A-type AFM solution, whih has the energy gap ∼ 1.0 eV and
the spin moment at Mn site ∼ 2.0 ~. The densities of states (DOS) projeted onto the
3z2λ− r
2
, x2λ− y
2
λ, and t2g states are shown in g. 2, and that projeted onto 2p states in g.
3. In the loal oordinates, they are independent of λ (1, · · · , 4). The loal majority spin
3z2λ − r
2
states are almost fully oupied and mainly onentrate on the oupied energy
ranges denoted by A and C; they also onentrate on the unoupied energy range denoted
by A′. The loal majority spin x2λ − y
2
λ states are partially oupied on energy ranges
denoted by A and C; they also onentrate on the unoupied energy ranges denoted by A′.
On the other hand, the loal minority spin eg states highly onentrate on the unoupied
energy range denoted by B′ and C′, although small amount of them resides on the oupied
energy range denoted by B. The dierene in the oupation numbers between the 3z2λ− r
2
and x2λ − y
2
λ states implies that the eg states are orbitally ordered, orresponding to the
experimentally observed orbital order. In ontrast to the eg states, the loal majority and
minority spin t2g states are almost perfetly oupied and unoupied, respetively. The eg
states around the energy ranges denoted by B and C are highly hybridized with O 2p states.
In ontrast, the oupied states around the energy range denoted by A and unoupied states
denoted by A′ have very small weight of the 2p states. This dierene arises from the fat
that the oxygen 2p states are loated in the relatively deep energy region as shown in g. 3.
LaMnO3 is lose not to the harge-transfer-type insulator but to the the Mott-Hubbard-type
insulator.
The dispersion urves along some symmetri lines near the gap are shown in g. 4. Labels
assigned to the urves orrespond to the states shown in the g 3. The urves orresponding
the states denoted by A and A′ well reprodue those alulated with the ab initio band
struture alulation based on the LDA+U method28 exept for the magnitude of the gap.
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al minority spin.
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III. RIXS PROCESS
We briey summarize the NI formula for the RIXS, following ref. 23. In the RIXS proess,
the inident photon is absorbed by exiting a Mn 1s ore eletron to the unoupied Mn
4p state, and a photon is emitted by reombining the 4p eletron and the ore hole. This
proess may be desribed by
Hx = w
∑
qα
1√
2ωq
∑
iησ
e(α)η p
′†
iησsiσcqαe
iq·ri +H.c., (4)
where w represents the dipole transition matrix element between the 1s and the 4p states.
We assume that w is onstant, sine it is expeted to hange little in the energy range
of 20 eV above the absorption edge. It is known that the energy dependene of w gives
minor eet on the Cu K-edge absorption spetra.21 The eη represents the η-th omponent
(η = x, y, z) of the photon polarization vetor. Annihilation operators p′iησ and siσ are for
states 4pη and state 1s with spin σ at Mn site i , respetively. The annihilation operator
cqα is for photon with momentum q and polarization e
(α)
η . In the intermediate state of the
RIXS proess, the ore-hole potential is ating on the 3d states, reating an eletron-hole
9
4p
1s 1s
qi qf
qfqi
Figure 5: Diagram for the RIXS intensity within the Born approximation for the 1s ore-hole poten-
tial. The wavy and dotted lines represent photon Green's funtions and the ore-hole interation
V , respetively. The solid lines with the labels 4p and 1s represent the bare Green's funtions
for the 4p eletron and the 1s ore eletron, respetively. The ellipti part between the ore-hole
interation lines orresponds to the density-density orrelation funtion of the Keldysh type. The
lines with double arrows are the Keldysh type Green's funtions. The shaded area represents the
eetive sattering vertex renormalized by 3d-3d Coulomb interation in the RPA.
pair within the Born approximation. The interation is desribed as
H1s−3d = V
∑
imσσ′
d†imσdimσs
†
iσ′siσ′ , (5)
where i runs over Mn sites. Note that, although the value of the ore-hole interation V is
not known and may strongly depend on the model, it is expeted to be muh larger than the
4p-3d odiagonal Coulomb interation. In the end of the proess, an eletron-hole pair is
left behind arrying momentum-energy q ≡ (q, ω) = (qi − qf , ωi − ωf), where qi = (qi, ωi)
and qf = (qf , ωf) are momentum-energy of inident and sattered photons, respetively.
The RIXS intensity is derived on the basis of the Keldysh-Green funtion sheme. It is
diagrammatially represented in Fig.5. Within the Born approximation for the ore-hole
potential, we obtain
W (qi, ei; qf , ef ) =
N |w|4
4ωiωf
∑
λmσ
∑
λ′m′σ′
eiq·(uλ−uλ′)Y +−λmσ,λ′m′σ′(q)JBλλ′ (ωi, ei;ωf , ef) , (6)
where λ indiates the λ-th Mn site in a unit ell, uλ represents the position vetors of the
λ-th Mn site in a unit ell. N is the number of unit ells. The fator JBλλ′ (ωi, ei;ωf , ef)
desribes the inident-photon dependene, whih is given by
JBλλ′ (ωi, ei;ωf , ef ) =
(∑
ηη′
eiηL
ηη′
Bλ (ωi;ωf) efη′
)(∑
ηη′
eiηL
ηη′
Bλ′ (ωi;ωf) efη′
)∗
, (7)
10
where eiη (efη) is the η-th omponent of the polarization vetor ei (ef ) with η = x, y, z, and
Lηη
′
Bλ (ωi;ω) is given by
Lηη
′
Bλ (ωi;ωf) =
V
N
∫ ∞
ǫ0
ρηη
′
λ4p (ǫ) dǫ
(ωi + ǫ1s + iΓ1s − ǫ) (ωf + ǫ1s + iΓ1s − ǫ)
. (8)
The Γ1s represents the life-time broadening width of the ore-hole state, and the lower limit
of the integral ǫ0 indiates the energy at the bottom of the 4p band. This expression omes
from the upper triangle in Fig.5. The ρηη
′
λ4p is the DOS matrix in the p symmetri states at
the λ-th Mn site, whih may be given by
ρηη
′
λ4p (ǫ) =
∑
σ
∑
nk
φ∗λησ (n,k)φλη′σ (n,k) δ (ǫ− ǫn (k)) , (9)
where φλησ (n,k) is the amplitude of pη omponent with spin σ at the λ-th Mn site in the
band state speied by the band index n and rystal momentum k with energy ǫn (k). The
fator Y +−λ′m′σ′,λmσ (q) in Eq. (6) is the density-density orrelation funtion of the Keldysh
type, whih is dened by
Y +−λ′m′σ′,λmσ(q, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
〈(ρqλ′m′σ′)
†(τ)ρqλmσ(0)〉e
iωτdτ, (10)
where
ρqλmσ =
√
4
N
∑
k
d†k+qλmσdkλmσ, (11)
with
dkλmσ =
√
4
N
∑
n
dnλmσe
ik·rn. (12)
The index λmσ speies a tight-binding orbital at site λ with orbital m and spin σ; λ
(= 1, 2, 3, 4) is assigned to four Mn sites in a unit ell. Wavevetor k in eq. (11) runs over
the rst Brillouin zone. Vetor rn in eq. (12) represents a position vetor of the n-th unit
ell. A single phase fator k · rn is assigned to all the 3d states in eah unit ell, and hene
an extra fator eiq·(uλ−uλ′) is required in eq. (6).
We alulate the density-density orrelation funtion (10) at zero temperature with taking
aount of the orrelation eet on the eletron-hole pair by the RPA. Abbreviating the
indies λmσ as ξ, it may be written as
Y +−ξ′ξ (q) =
∑
ξ′
1
ξ′
2
∑
ξ1ξ2
Λ∗ξ′
1
ξ′
2
,ξ′ (q)Π
+−(0)
ξ′
1
ξ′
2
,ξ1ξ2
(q) Λξ1ξ2,ξ (q) , (13)
11
where
Π
+−(0)
ξ1ξ2,ξ
′
1
ξ′
2
(q)
=
2π
N
∑
k
∑
j,j′
δ (ω − Ej′ (k+ q) + Ej (k)) [1− nj′ (k + q)]nj (k)
× ϕξ1,j′ (k+ q)ϕ
∗
ξ′
1
,j′ (k + q)ϕξ′2,j (k)ϕ
∗
ξ2,j
(k) . (14)
Ej (k) and nj (k) are the eigen-energy and the oupation number of the eigenstate speied
by jk, respetively. The ϕλmσ,j (k) represents the amplitude of the 3d orbital and spin mσ
at the Mn site λ in the energy eigenstate speied by jk within the HFA. The RPA vertex
Λξ1ξ2,ξ(q) is given by
Λξ1ξ2,ξ(q) =
[
Iˆ − ΓˆFˆ−− (q)
]−1
ξ1ξ2,ξξ
, (15)
where Iˆ represents a unit matrix, and Γˆ is the bare four-point antisymmetri vertex given
by [
Γˆ
]
ξ1ξ2,ξ3ξ4
= (g (ν1ν2; ν3ν4)− g (ν1ν2; ν4ν3)) δλ1λ2δλ3λ4δλ1λ3 . (16)
The two-partile propagator Fˆ−−(q) is given by
[
Fˆ−− (q)
]
ξ1ξ2,ξ3ξ4
=
1
N
∑
jj′
∑
k
ϕξ4,j (k)ϕ
∗
ξ2,j
(k)ϕξ1,j′ (k+ q)ϕ
∗
ξ3,j′
(k + q)
×
[
nj (k) [1− nj′ (k + q)]
ω − Ej′ (k + q) + Ej (k) + iδ
−
nj′ (k + q) [1− nj (k)]
ω −Ej′ (k+ q) + Ej (k)− iδ
]
. (17)
We evaluate the density-density orrelation funtion (10) using eqs. (13)(17). For more
details of the derivation, see refs.21, 23, and 22. Note that the terms involving Π−+(0) (q) are
negleted; they have no ontribution for ω > 0 at zero temperature, beause Π−+(0) (q) ∝∑
k (1− n (k))n (k+ q) δ (ω − Ej′ (k+ q) + Ej (k)) with omitting unimportant fators.
IV. CALCULATED RESULTS
In order to alulate the inident-photon-dependent fator JBλλ′ (ωi, ei;ωf , ef), we need
the 4p DOS ρηη
′
λ4p(ǫ) on the λ-th Mn site. We evaluate the 4p DOS using full-potential-linear-
augmented-plane-wave band struture alulation based on the LDA+U method. It should
be noted here that theMn 4p DOS depends on η, η′ and onMn site λ due to the strong JTD,
giving rise to the Mn K-edge resonant elasti x-ray sattering intensity on forbidden Bragg
spots.
29,30,31
Figure 6 shows the 4p DOS averaged with η (
∑
η ρ
ηη
λ4p(ǫ)) and onvoluted with a
12
Lorentzian funtion of FWHM 2Γ1s = 2 eV, in omparison with the absorption experiment.
32
We set the energy dierene between the Mn 1s level and the prominent peak in the 4p DOS
to be 6554 eV. Under the ondition that the dipole matrix element is onstant and that the
interation is negleted between the ore hole and the 4p eletron, the 4p DOS beomes
proportional to the Mn K-edge absorption spetra. The agreement with the experiment
indiates that the above ondition is nearly satised.
Equations (6)-(8) indiate that the photon polarization dependene of the RIXS intensity
orrelates only with the Mn 4p states. Therefore, the polarization dependene would not
have relevant information on the harge exitations in the 3d states. Hene, we will not touh
on the polarization dependene. Assuming polarization-unresolved analysis, we neglet the
odiagonal elements of the 4p DOS matrix and replae eah diagonal element with the
averaged value for simpliity. Aordingly, the fator JBλλ′ (ωi, ei;ωf , ef) is replaed with
the averaged site-independent fator JA (ωi;ωf) ∼
∣∣∣∑η LηηBλ (ωi;ωf)∣∣∣2. Figure 7 shows the
ontour plot of JA (ωi;ωf) as a funtion of inident photon energy ωi and energy loss ω =
ωi − ωf . The enhanement appears around the energy loss of 2 eV for the inident photon
energy around 6554 eV. As the inident photon energy inreases, the enhanement peak
moves toward higher energy loss region with dereasing the intensity. It is expeted that
the fator JBλλ′ (ωi, ei;ωf , ef ) has dependene similar to the fator JA (ωi;ωf), although
the enhanement peak position and the intensity may somewhat depend on the photon
polarization.
Another fator Y +−λ′m′σ,λmσ(q) mainly determines the struture of the RIXS spetra as a
funtion of energy loss. We alulate this fator from eqs. (10)(17) using the tight-binding
wavefuntion within the HFA and by inluding the RPA orretion. The transition from the
oupied eg states in the energy ranges denoted by A, B and C to the unoupied eg states
in those denoted by A′, B′, and C′ an be driven due to the 1s ore-hole potential, beause
the oupied states and the unoupied states omprise the eg states with the same loal
symmetry. Therefore, the eg states an ontribute to the RIXS intensity. In ontrast to the
eg states, the t2g states annot ontribute to the RIXS intensity, sine the loal majority and
minority spin t2g states are almost perfetly oupied and unoupied, respetively, and the
spin-ip transition is not allowed.
Combining two fators, we obtain the RIXS spetra. We onvolute the result with a
Lorentzian funtion of FWHM = 0.5 eV for taking aount of the instrumental resolution.
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Figure 6: The LDA 4p DOS onvoluted by the Lorentzian funtion with FWHM 2Γ1s = 2eV (thik
solid line urve). In onnetion with the absorption oeient, the origin of energy is shifted so
that the prominent peak loates at 6554 eV. Thin line urve is the absorption spetra reprodued
from ref. 32.
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Figure 7: Contour plot of JA (ωi;ωf ) as a funtion of energy loss ω = ωi − ωf and inident photon
energy ωi. 2Γ1s = 2 eV. Units of the intensity are arbitrary.
Figure 8 shows the spetra thus evaluated at the momentum transfer q = (1.6, 1.6, 0.0)
as a funtion of energy loss for several inident photon energies in omparison with the
experiments.
12,13,14
We obtain ontinuous spetra ranging from ω = 2 eV to 15 eV within the
HFA; there are three features around ω = 2.5, 7.5, and 12 eV, whih arise from transitions
of A→ A′, C→ A′ in the loal majority spin hannel, and B→ B′, C′ in the loal minority
spin hannel, respetively, within the eg states (see Figs. 2 and 4). As already stated, the
t2g states ould not ontribute to the RIXS intensity. The spetral shape within the HFA
14
is drastially modied by the RPA orretion; the intensity around the energy loss ω ∼ 2.5
and 8 eV is suppressed and that around ω ∼ 12 eV is enhaned. The spetral shape thus
modied orresponds well to the experimentally observed features at ω = 2.5, 8, and 11 eV.
Another harateristi is that the weight of the RIXS intensity moves toward higher energy
loss region as the inident photon energy inreases. This hange is niely reprodued by the
alulation, mainly due to the eet of the inident-photon-energy fator JA. Figure 9 shows
another omparison with the experiment at other momentum transfers q = (2.7, 0.0, 0.0) and
(4.5, 0.0, 0.0).13 The alulated spetra agree with the experiment.
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Figure 8: RIXS spetra at q = (1.6, 1.6, 0.0) as a funtion of energy loss for several inident photon
energies. Calulated RIXS spetra are shown in the left panel and the observed spetra reprodued
from ref. 12 in the right panel. The solid and dashed urves are spetra alulated by inluding the
RPA 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Figure 9: RIXS spetra at q = (2.7, 0.0, 0.0) and (4.5, 0.0, 0.0) as a funtion of energy loss for
several inident photon energies. The solid urves represent the spe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alulated by inluding the
RPA orretion. Dotted ones are the observed spetra at ~ωi = 6556 eV reprodu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Figure 10 shows a ontour plot of RIXS spetra as a funtion of energy loss and momentum
transfer q along (0, 0, 0)-(2, 0, 0), -(0, 2, 0), -(0, 0, 2), and -(2, 2, 0) lines. The inident photon
energy ωi is xed at 6556 eV. Three ridges around the energy loss 2.5, 7.5, and 12 eV
orrespond to the three peaks around the energy loss 2.5, 7.5, and 12 eV, respetively, in
gs. 8 and 9. The peak position only slightly depends on the momentum transfer q, moving
within ∼ 1 eV. This is onsistent with the experiments and may be due to the fat that
the states relevant to the RIXS proess onentrate on the narrow energy ranges. Note
that the peaks at 2.5, 7.5, and 12 eV orrespond to transitions A → A′, C → A′ in the
loal majority spin hannel, and B→ B′, C′ in the loal minority spin hannel, respetively
(see Figs. 2 and 4). In ontrast, the peak intensity notieably depends on the momentum
transfer showing the period of 2 along the a, b, and c diretions, although this fat has
not been emphasized in the experiments.
12,13,14
It does not seem easy, however, to explain
the origin of this dependene, sine the intensities depend sensitively on the 3d weights in
the energy bands (see Eq. (14)). Dierent from the present ase, the peak positions as a
funtion of energy loss have been found learly moving with varying momentum transfer in
La2CuO4 in the high-resolution experiments.
7,8,9,10,11
It should be noted here that the peak
16
shift with varying momentum transfer should not be interpreted as a dispersion relation
of a kind of exiton but as a hange of spetral weight in the ontinuum spetra. The
rystal momentum dependene of the weight of the states relevant to the RIXS proess
and the energy dispersion of the single eletron states determine the momentum transfer
dependene of the RIXS intensity.
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Figure 10: RIXS spetra as a funtion of momentum transfer q along (0, 0, 0)-(2, 0, 0), -(0, 2, 0),
-(0, 0, 2), and -(2, 2, 0) lines. Pbnm setting is assumed for the denition of q. The inident-photon
energy is xed at ωi = 6556 eV. The unit of the intensity is arbitrary.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have analyzed the inident-photon-energy and momentum dependene on the RIXS
spetra as a funtion of energy loss in LaMnO3. We have utilized the formula developed by
Nomura and Igarashi, whih expresses the RIXS spetra by a produt of the photon depen-
dent fator and the density-density orrelation funtion. The former fator, whih desribes
the dependene on the inident-photon energy and polarization, has been alulated by us-
ing the Mn 4p DOS given by the ab initio band struture alulation. The latter funtion
desribes the harge exitations generated in the 3d states to sreen the ore-hole potential
in the intermediate state.
Having ombined the above fators, we have alulated the RIXS spetra as a funtion
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of energy loss. We have obtained a ontinuous spetrum onsisting of three features in good
agreement with the experiments. We have found that the RPA orrelation modies drasti-
ally the spetral shape, whih indiates the importane of eletron orrelations for making
quantitative analysis. We have demonstrated that the peak intensity depends strongly on
the momentum transfer q with the periodiity 2 along the a, b, and c diretions while the
three peak positions as a funtion of energy loss only slightly depend on q. Furthermore,
we have obtained the spetral weight moving toward high energy-loss region with inreasing
inident-photon energy, in agreement with the experiments.
The present analysis naturally leads to a RIXS piture that the spetra are brought about
by band-to-band transitions (augmented by the RPA orretion) in order to sreen the ore-
hole potential. This piture is dierent from a previous piture that the the spetra are
brought about by 3d orbital exitations (orbitons) reated with the use of the odiagonal
part of the Coulomb interation between the photo-exited 4p eletron and 3d eletrons.12,15
This orbiton" piture seems unreasonable, sine the 4p-3d odiagonal Coulomb interation,
whih auses orbitons, is muh smaller than the 1s-3d Coulomb interation, whih auses
band-to-band transitions. Atually the orbiton" piture was not suessful in providing the
spetra omparable to the experiment.
12
Note that the two pitures give dierent seletion
rules for the reation of exitation; the present piture forbids the transition from 3z2 − r2-
type orbital to the x2 − y2-type orbital, while the latter allows it by hanging 4p states.
For doped uprates and manganites, experimental data have been aumulated.
13,14
In
doped uprates the RIXS spetra have been analyzed by the same formula as the present one
within the HFA.
33
As already demonstrated in Refs. 16,17,21,22,23, the HFA alone, without
taking aount of the RPA orrelation, is not suient for quantitative understanding of
the spetra even in the undoped materials. In doped materials, eletron orrelations may
beome more important, and the HFA-RPA sheme would not work well. Also, the Born
approximation may be insuient for treating the ore-hole potential, sine many eletron-
hole pairs ould be reated in the absene of the energy gap. It seems hard to answer these
questions by analyses with a detailed model like the present paper, and suh studies are left
in future.
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